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Top Ten Reasons to Invite Bob Roitblat to Speak
at Your Organization, Event or Meeting
1.

Results-focus

2.

Real-world Experience

3.

Grounded in today and looking to the future

4.

Relevance

5.

Easy to work with, dynamic and fun

6.

Interaction

7.

Authenticity

8.

Flexibility

9.

Passion and Enthusiasm

10.

Impactful and memorable

The measure of a successful program is the long-lasting changes that result from it. Bob is focused on driving
better business outcomes – he wants his program to help you achieve your goals, so he makes sure he covers
practical and effective skills that your attendees can't wait to implement.
Every program uses real life examples based on Bob’s personal experiences. Bob’s stories of messes and
successes delight and inform audiences.
The future is a direction, not a destination. Bob uses recent examples and leading indicators to help you
understand, prepare for and influence the future direction of your organization and your industry.
Tailoring is not optional. Bob builds every program to specifically fit your goals, theme, event and budget.
Bob shows up early, sets a fast pace, and engages everyone from the beginning. You have enough other
details to tackle – you can be confident that Bob is low maintenance.
Energetic, Interactive, Actionable. Those are words audiences often use to describe Bob’s style.
You get the real Bob every time. Always funny and thought-provoking, blunt when appropriate, but never
sugar-coated.
You will appreciate how willing and able Bob is to modify plans, fill in unexpectedly at the last minute,
or accommodate a need or challenge. Bob is happy to adapt any program to best fit your preferred
format: opening or closing keynote, breakout session, teleseminar, webinar, full day or half day
workshop, boot camp or retreat.
Enthusiasm is contagious and Bob brings passion and enthusiasm to each program.
Bob creates a take-home phrase that helps to anchor his important points. This powerful, impactful
message stays with your attendees long after your event is over.

When you want a results-focused, interactive and inspirational speaker, book Bob Roitblat for your event.
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